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Abstract—We guess humans start acquiring grasping skills
as early as at the infant stage by virtue of two key processes.
First, infants attempt to learn grasps for known objects by
imitating humans. Secondly, knowledge acquired during this
process is reused in learning to grasp novel objects. We argue
that these processes of active and transfer learning boil down
to a random search of grasps on an object, suitably biased by
prior experience. In this paper we introduce active learning of
grasps for known objects as well as transfer learning of grasps
for novel objects grounded on kernel adaptive, mode-hopping
Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Our experiments show promising
applicability of our proposed learning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Efficiently learning successful robotic grasps is one of the
key challenges to solve for successfully exploiting robots for
complex tasks. Considering existing research, grasp learning
methods can be grouped into analytic and empirical (or data-
driven) methods [1], [2]. Balasubramanian [3] showed that
empirical grasp learning grounded upon Programming by
Demonstration (PbD) can achieve results superior to planner
based, analytic methods.
PbD is a rather simple learning concept constructed from
the idea of a robot observing a human demonstrator to then
autonomously learn manipulation skills from its observa-
tions. Generally, these methods rely on recording hand trajec-
tories. These trajectories then are taken as a basis for either
recognizing object and hand shapes (obviously supported by
vision), analytic computation of contact points of successful
grasps, or a combination of both to learn grasps [1]. In this
paper, we propose an alternate approach in that we sidestep
the reliance on hand trajectories. Instead, we only require
a few user demonstrated grasps as 6D gripper poses. From
these, we then learn new grasps by sampling gripper poses
relative to a canonical object pose. This ultimately results
in a grasp learning method that requires no object specific
knowledge.
Treating a grasp as a 6D pose unlocks two key advan-
tages compared to shape-based and analytic methods. First,
learned grasps are readily applicable to known objects by just
mapping the 6D gripper pose from a canonical object pose
to the actual object pose. This requires no further knowledge
than the actual object pose. Secondly, acquired grasping
skills are easily transferred to novel, as of yet unseen
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objects, by suitably biasing the learning process. This is by
virtue of objects that are similar in shape and size usually
have similar grasp affordances. Conversely, shape-based or
analytic approaches would require either reconstruction of
a shape or computation of new contact points which may
easily fail due to clutter, improper segmentation, or missing
object information.
Metropolis-Hastings [4] is a popular Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampler that establishes a Markov chain on
a state space X (e.g., the grasp parameter space) where
the stationary distribution of the Markov chain is the target
probability density pi(x) sought-after. By iteratively drawing
samples xi from a proposal distribution q(x|y) one can finally
approximate pi(x). We propose the application of kernel
adaptive, mode-hopping MCMC (Section III) for (i) active
learning of grasps for known objects and (ii) transfer learning
for acquiring grasps for novel objects to learn an object’s
grasp density pi(x) by sampling.
In this work we first introduce active learning of grasps
for known objects by combining MCMC Kameleon [5] and
Generalized Darting Monte Carlo (GDMC) [6] (Section IV).
This requires both a rough sketch of the shape of pi for the
former and an initial set of modes (i.e., a set of demon-
strated grasps) of pi for the latter. Given this rough sketch
MCMC Kameleon then learns an approximation of pi , while
GDMC nudges the proposal generating process to elliptical
regions around modes of pi for efficient mixing between
modes. Secondly, we present transfer learning of grasps for
novel objects similar in shape and size to already learned
objects (Section V). This primarily capitalizes on MCMC
Kameleon’s learning behavior during a burn-in phase that
allows learning of pi for a novel object (e.g., a soup plate)
by approximating it with the Markov chain of a similar object
(e.g., a plate). Additionally, we can also reuse demonstrated
grasps. This is by virtue of the elliptical regions which for
similar objects overlap due to the objects’ similar grasp
affordances.
The main contributions of our work thus are:
• the application of kernel adaptive, mode-hopping
MCMC for grasp learning,
• active learning of grasps from demonstration without
the need for object specific knowledge, and
• transfer learning of grasps for novel objects given a
suitable prior by a rough sketch and a few demonstrated
grasps of a similar object.
We evaluate our proposed learning methods by a series of
carefully designed experiments as presented in Section VI.
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We conclude in Section VIII after discussing our experiments
in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The majority of research in grasp learning from demon-
stration builds on recording hand trajectories [1], [2]. Given
such trajectories, Ekvall and Kragic´ [7], [8] present a
method that uses Hidden Markov Models for classification
of a demonstrated grasp, whereas Kjellström et al. [9] and
Romero et al. [10], [11], as well as Aleotti and Caselli [12],
[13] and Lin and Sun [14] classify demonstrated grasps
by a nearest neighbor search among already demonstrated
grasps. Zöllner et al. [15] apply Support Vector Machines
for classification of demonstrated grasps.
Instead of classifying the demonstrated grasp type and thus
learning concrete grasps for specific tasks, another idea is to
focus on an object’s or hand’s shape during demonstration.
Li and Pollard [16] introduce a shape-matching algorithm
that consults a database of known hand shapes for suitably
grasping an object given its oriented point representations.
Contrary, Kyota et al. [17] represent an object by voxels to
identify graspable portions. These portions later are matched
against known poses for suitably grasping an object. Herzog
et al. [18] learn gripper 6D poses of grasps which are
then generalized to different objects by considering general
shape templates of objects. Ekvall and Kragic´ [19], and
Tegin et al. [20] extend Ekvall’s and Kragic´’s previous
work by considering shape primitives which are matched
to hand shapes for grasping an object. Also, Aleotti and
Caselli [21] extended their work to detect the grasped part
of the object, thus enabling generalization of learned grasps
to novel objects. Hsiao and Lozano-Pérez [22] segment
objects into primitive shapes to map known contact points
of grasps to these shapes. They learn contact points from
human demonstration. A key feature of shape-based learning
methods is that they immediately enable transfer learning
of grasps due to the generalization capabilities when only
considering the reoccurring parts of an object’s shape.
Yet another approach followed by some researchers is to
learn motor skills given trajectories of human demonstrated
grasps. Do et al. [23] interpret a hand as a spring-mass-
damper system, where proper parameterization of this system
allows forming grasps. Kroemer et al. [24] pursue the idea
of combining active learning with reactive control based on
vision to learn efficient movement primitives for grasping
from a human demonstrator. Similarly, Pastor et al. [25]
also consider the integration of sensory feedback to improve
primitive motor skills to learn predictive models that inher-
ently describe how things should feel during execution of a
grasping task.
A more biologically inspired approach is taken by Oztop et
al. [26] by employing a neural network resembling the mirror
neuron system which is trained by a human demonstrator for
autonomously acquiring grasping skills. Hueser et al. [27]
use self-organizing maps to record trajectories which are then
used to learn grasping skills by reinforcement learning.
The work of Granville et al. [28] treats the grasp learning
problem from a probabilistic point of view. Given repeated
demonstrations a mixture model for clustering of grasps is
established to eventually learn canonical gripper poses. Faria
et al. [29] also rely on a series of demonstrations for learning
grasps for establishing a probabilistic model for a grasping
task. However, they further incorporate an object centric
volumetric model to infer contact points of grasps, thus also
allowing generalizing grasps to new objects.
Existing research adressing sampling for learning grasps
is rather scarce. Detry et al. [30] learn grasp affordance
densities by establishing an initial grasp affordance model
for an object from early visual cues. This model then is
trained by sampling. Sweeney and Grupen [31] establish a
generative model using an object’s visual appearance as well
as hand positions and orientations. Using Gibbs sampling,
new grasps then are generated from that model. Kopicki et
al. [32] propose to learn grasps by fitting a gripper’s shape to
an object’s shape by sampling. Their method allows transfer
of grasps by matching the gripper’s shape to shapes of novel
objects.
In contrast to existing related work, in this paper we only
rely on a gripper’s 6D pose for learning new grasps. Our
approach is model-free as we do not rely on an object model
or any object related features. Given a few demonstrated
grasps, our method is capable of learning new grasps for
a demonstrated object and transfer learning of grasps for
similar objects.
III. BACKGROUND
In what follows we briefly sketch the sampling algorithms
our learning methods build upon.
A. Kernel Adaptive Metropolis Hastings
MCMC Kameleon as proposed by Sejdinovic et al. [5]
is an adaptive MH sampler approximating highly non-linear
target densities pi in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
During its burn-in phase, at each iteration it obtains a
subsample z= {zi}ni=1 of the chain history {xi}t−1i=0 to update
the proposal distribution qz(· | x) by applying kernel PCA
on z, resulting in a low-rank covariance operator Cz. Using
ν2Cz as a covariance (where ν is a scaling parameter), a
Gaussian measure with mean k(·,y), i.e., N ( f ;k(·,y),ν2Cz),
is defined. Samples f from this measure are then used to
obtain target proposals x∗.
MCMC Kameleon computes pre-images x∗ ∈ X of f by
solving the non-convex optimization problem
argmin
x∈X
g(x), (1)
where
g(x) = ‖k (·,x)− f‖2Hk (2)
= k(x,x)−2k(x,y)−2
n
∑
i=1
βi [k(x,zi)−µz(x)] ,
µz = 1n ∑
n
i=1 k(·,zi), the empirical measure on z, and y ∈ X .
Then, by taking a single gradient descent step along the cost
function g(x) a new target proposal x∗ is given by
x∗ = y−η∇xg(x)|x=y+ξ (3)
where β is a vector of coefficients, η is the gradient step size,
and ξ ∼N (0,γ2I) is an additional isotropic exploration term
after the gradient. The complete MCMC Kameleon algorithm
then is
• at iteration t+1
1) obtain a subsample z= {zi}ni=1 of the chain history
{xi}t−1i=0 ,
2) sample x∗ ∼ qz(· | xt) = N (xt ,γ2I +
ν2Mz,xtHMTz,xt ),
3) accept x∗ with MH acceptance probability
α(x,y) = min
{
1, pi(y)q(x|y)pi(x)q(y|x)
}
,
where Mz,y= 2η [∇xk(x,z1)|x=y, . . . ,∇xk(x,zn)|x=y] is the ker-
nel gradient matrix obtained from the gradient of g at y, γ
is a noise parameter, and H is an n×n centering matrix.
B. Generalized Darting Monte-Carlo
Generalized Darting Monte Carlo (GDMC) [6] essentially
is an extension to classic MH samplers by equipping them
with mode-hopping capabilities. Such a mode-hopping be-
havior is beneficial in case of (i) approximating a highly
non-linear, multimodal target pi , and (ii) counterattack the
customary random-walk behavior of MH samplers by effi-
ciently mixing between modes.
The idea underlying GDMC is to place elliptical jump
regions around known modes of pi . Then, at each iteration,
a local MH sampler is interrupted with probability Pcheck,
that is, u1 > Pcheck where u1 ∼ U [0,1] to check whether
the current state xt is inside a jump region. If u1 < Pcheck,
sampling continues using the local MH sampler. Otherwise,
on xt being inside a jump region, GDMC samples another
region to jump to by
Pi =
Vi
∑ jVj
(4)
where i and j are jump region indices. V denotes the n-
dimensional elliptical volume
V =
pi
d
2 εd∏di=0λi
Γ(1+ d2 )
(5)
with d the number of dimensions, ε a scaling factor, and λi
the eigenvalues resulting from the singular value decomposi-
tion of the covariance Σ of the Markov chain, i.e., Σ=USU>
with S = diag(λi). Observe that pi in this case denotes the
mathematical constant instead of the target density pi . Given
this newly sampled region, GDMC then computes a new
state xt+1 using the transformation
xt+1 = µxt+1 −Uxt+1S
1
2
xt+1S
− 12
xt U
>
xt (xt −µxt ) (6)
where µ_ denotes jump regions’ centers (the modes), and U
and S again result from the singular value decomposition of
the covariance Σ of the Markov chain. GDMC accepts the
jump proposal xt+1 if u2 > Paccept where u2 ∼U [0,1] and
Paccept = min
[
1,
n(xt)pi(xt)
n(xt+1)pi(xt+1)
]
(7)
with n(·) denoting the number of jump regions that contain
a state xi. If xt is outside a jump region, it is counted again,
i.e., xt+1 = xt .
IV. ACTIVE LEARNING OF GRASPS
We formulate a grasp g as a 7D vector g =
(x,y,z,qw,qx,qy,qz)>, where x,y,z denote the cartesian coor-
dinates of a gripper, and qw,qx,qy,qz its orientation in quater-
nion notation about an object. For each grasp, we define a
quality measure by the Grasp Wrench Space (GWS) [33]
denoted µGWS. This measure then allows us to define a target
density pi(g) with g ∈ X . Observe that µGWS defines a valid
density function as ∀g : µGWS ≥ 0. Further, by introducing
the normalization constant Z with Z = ∑ni=0 µ iGWS (where n
is the number of known grasps) we have that 1Z
∫
pi(g)dg= 1.
Our active learning method takes as an input a rough
sketch of pi as well as a set of demonstrated grasps. Accord-
ing to Sejdinovic et al. [5] such a rough sketch to initialize
MCMC Kameleon does not need to be a proper Markov
chain. Instead, it suffices if it provides good exploratory
properties of the target pi . We construct such a rough sketch
by running a purely random walk MH sampler on the object
to be learned. However, we do not take the resulting Markov
chain as an initial sketch but instead the set of proposals
generated during the random walk, irrespective of whether a
proposal was accepted or not. The rationale behind this is that
using a purely random MH sampler generally does not result
in any learned grasps (Section VII). Hence, the resulting
Markov chain essentially would not contain any samples and
thus does not inhibit good exploratory properties of pi . On
the other hand, the set of proposals as generated during the
random walk encapsulates enough information regarding an
approximation of the shape pi . Thence, it suffices as a rough
sketch to initialize MCMC Kameleon. The random walk MH
sampler employed for this uses a Gaussian proposal for the
position and a von-Mises-Fisher proposal for the orientation,
i.e.,
g∗pos =N (gtpos,Σ)
g∗ori = C4(κ)exp(κgt >ori x),
where κ is a concentration parameter and x a p-dimensional
unit direction vector. We use the same probability measures
as defined for MCMC Kameleon by the GWS.
In a real-world environment, the set of demonstrated
grasps would be established by moving the robot’s gripper
towards a position and into a pose, where it can grasp the
object. The gripper’s position in cartesian space as well as
its orientation about the object in SO(3) are then recorded
and treated as a demonstrated grasp. In this work however
we only study our grasp learning methods in simulation
(Section VI). Thus, we randomly select points on the object’s
surface to then find a grasp by optimizing the gripper’s pose
about its orientation [34].
Given a rough sketch of pi and a set of user demonstrated
grasps, the complete learning method then can be sketched
as:
• at iteration t+1
- attempt to perform a jump move according to the
procedure as outlined in Section III-B,
- otherwise, sample locally using MCMC Kameleon
as outlined in Section III-A.
As a kernel k for MCMC Kameleon we chose a Gaussian
kernel. Whilst not rigorously applicable in quaternion space,
it allows us to model the dependency between a gripper’s
position and its orientation. Further, during our experiments
we found that a Gaussian kernel works quite well in practice.
V. TRANSFER LEARNING OF GRASPS
Transfer learning fundamentally captures the idea of
reusing existing knowledge or already acquired skills to solve
problems similar to the original one. For transfer learning of
grasps for novel, as of yet unseen objects this ultimately boils
down to reusing both the Markov chains constructed when
learning to grasp a known object and the respective set of
user demonstrated grasps. A crucial factor for the success of
this procedure however is that the known and the novel object
are similar in shape and size (e.g., a plate and a soup plate).
Given that this constraint is satisfied reusing of Markov
chains and grasps is feasible due to both MCMC Kameleon’s
learning behavior during a burn-in phase, as well as GDMC’s
construction of elliptical regions around known modes. As
discussed in Section III-B, GDMC samples a new state xt+1
by applying the transformation as outlined in equation (6).
As this transformation does not tie a new state xt+1 exactly
to a mode, but instead into the elliptical region constructed
around it, there is a high probability that a new state xt+1 is
close to a mode of the grasp density pi for the novel object.
Thus, jump moves as done by GDMC are valid in the sense
that they again nudge the proposal generating process close
to modes of pi . Apart from that, recycling of existing Markov
chains and already demonstrated grasps yields substantial
time savings by sidestepping both construction of a rough
sketch for a novel object and by having a user demonstrate
new grasps.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
We evaluated our learning methods with 9 different objects
as depicted in Figures 1 and 2. In total we performed
5 experiments using RobWork [35], a robotics and grasp
simulator. Our first experiment acts as a baseline that allows
us to compare the efficiency of our active learning method
to a purely random walk (as sketched in Section IV). The
next two experiments were designed to evaluate our active
learning method. First, MCMC Kameleon was initialized
with a random sketch, that is, a randomly generated set of
gripper poses essentially capturing no properties of pi . Sec-
ondly, MCMC Kameleon was initialized with a nonrandom
Fig. 1. Object set used for grasp learning.
Fig. 2. Object set used for transfer learning.
sketch consisting of the trace of a purely random walk MH
sampler as discussed in Section IV.
The last two experiments were designed to evaluate our
transfer learning method. For initializing MCMC Kameleon
for both of these we reused the Markov chains constructed
when learning to grasp a similar object. As necessary user
demonstrated grasps, in the penultimate experiment we used
similar modes, that is, grasps that were demonstrated for
a similar object. For the last experiment we used grasps
demonstrated on the actual object. This choice of experi-
mental design allows us to evaluate whether our proposed
transfer learning method can work with no object specific
knowledge at all.
Table I shows our parameterization of MCMC Kameleon
and GDMC for our experiments. The values were established
during a series of preliminary experiments. For all experi-
ments we used 5 demonstrated grasps.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all three objects from Figure 1 our active learning
method found an additional number of grasps as is shown
in Table II. Further, Table II clearly shows that combin-
TABLE I
PARAMETERIZATION OF MCMC KAMELEON AND GDMC FOR OUR
EXPERIMENTS.
Iterations γ Subsample size ν [5] Burn-in Pcheck ε
1000 0.0001 100 2.38√
6
100 0.6 0.7
TABLE II
RESULTS FOR ACTIVE LEARNING OF GRASPS (SUCC. = SUCCESS, SLIP. = SLIPPED, COLL. = COLLISION).
Random Walk MCMC Kameleon combined with GDMC
Random Initialization Biased Initialization
Succ. Slip. Coll. Miss Succ. Slip. Coll. Miss Succ. Slip. Coll. Miss
Pitcher 0 3 433 664 37 48 536 479 49 80 661 310
Pan 2 10 377 711 39 50 418 593 66 54 477 503
Plate 1 28 361 710 43 146 679 232 59 91 662 288
ing MCMC Kameleon with GDMC drastically outperforms
a purely random walk. Also, our active learning method
actually works without any knowledge except a few user
demonstrated grasps. This is visible from Table II when we
did our experiments with MCMC Kameleon initialized with a
random sketch. Also visible from Table II, the more complex
an object’s shape, the more difficult it is to learn grasps for
it (cf. the pitcher with the pan or plate; generally, for the
former, fewer grasps were learned). We thus infer that our
active learning method for grasping from user demonstration
is successful. The top row from Figure 3 shows grasps
resulting from our active learning method when applied to
the objects from Figure 1.
For transfer learning of grasps for novel, as of yet unseen
objects we arrive at the same conclusion as for active learning
of grasps. Our learning method again was successful in
finding grasps (Table III). Further, as is evident from Table III
our learning method generally is able to learn new grasps for
novel objects without the need for any user demonstrated
grasp for the specific object (cf. pans and plates). However,
as can also be seen from the data in Table III our transfer
learning method may fail drastically. For both pitchers our
learning method failed in learning grasps using similar
modes. This is by virtue of the vastly differing sizes and
geometries of the pitchers. Obviously, taking the modes and
the Markov chain of the pitcher from Figure 1 as a rough
sketch as well as initial modes for the grasp density of the
tall pitcher from Figure 2 (top row) is a lead balloon. The
discrepancy of the size and the geometry of these objects
is just too big. The bottom rows from Figure 3 show the
outcomes of our transfer learning method when applied to
the objects from Figure 2.
To conclude, we state that the combination of MCMC
Kameleon and GDMC yields good exploratory properties
when searching for feasible grasps in an object’s grasp space
by requiring no more input than a few user demonstrated
grasps as 6D gripper poses. This is evident from both
Tables II and III in that the number of misses generally is
substantially smaller than the total number of collisions and
grasps where the object slipped out of the gripper.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented both a novel method for active learning
of grasps as well as a novel method for transfer learning of
TABLE III
RESULTS FOR TRANSFER LEARNING OF GRASPS. THE UPPER BLOCK
CORRESPONDS TO THE TOP ROW OF FIGURE 2; THE LOWER BLOCK TO
THE BOTTOM ROW (SUCC. = SUCCESS, SLIP. = SLIPPED, COLL. =
COLLISION).
Modes of a similar object Modes of the actual object
Succ. Slip. Coll. Miss Succ. Slip. Coll. Miss
Pitcher 0 700 400 0 42 109 576 373
Pan 54 43 679 324 66 90 787 157
Plate 66 107 633 294 69 164 755 112
Pitcher 0 154 946 0 63 130 487 420
Pan 38 46 716 300 52 73 755 220
Plate 60 67 730 243 63 86 771 180
Fig. 3. Results for learning grasps for the objects from Figure 1 (top
row) and for transfer learning of grasps for corresponding objects from
Figure 2 (middle and bottom rows). Observe that grasps are rather unevenly
distributed; this results from using only 100+ 1000 iterations. Black lines
denote the orientation of the gripper, red lines its span; demonstrated grasps
are colored green.
grasps, suitably biased by prior experience. We have shown
that learning of grasps is feasible without the requirement
of object related knowledge. Our learning methods require
nothing more than a few demonstrated grasps.
Both our learning methods are grounded on MCMC sam-
pling, more specifically a combination of MCMC Kameleon
and GDMC. These algorithms each have advantageous char-
acteristics. MCMC Kameleon allows sampling from highly
non-linear distributions, whereas GDMC tackles the issue of
properly exploring a multimodal distribution. We found that
a combination of both ideally fits the problem of active and
transfer learning of grasps. Our results as shown in Tables II
and III further undermine our conclusions.
Concerning transfer learning of grasp for novel, as of
yet unseen objects, we further want to highlight two ob-
servations. First, reusing an existing Markov chain allows
boosting of our learning methods by avoiding construction
of an initial rough sketch of pi for an object. Secondly, given
that two objects are (i) not too dissimilar in shape and size,
and (ii) properly aligned by the same canonical pose, then
our transfer learning method is capable of learning grasps
for novel objects without any object specific knowledge.
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